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DICKEY-JOHN® GAC2100 SERIES
MOISTURE TESTERS
The GAC2100 series grain moisture testers, offered by Seedburo, are economical non-NTEP devices. They offer precision, versatility and the
accuracy of NTEP moisture testers formerly used by commercial grain facilities. The GAC2100 series displays moisture percentage, test weight
or density, and temperature on a large LCD screen. Each model includes two standard RS232 printer ports. The moisture range is 5–45%,
depending upon the grain type, and a grain temperature range of 32°F–122°F (0–50°C). The user can choose from over 450 grain calibrations
which can be displayed in 8 different languages including: English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Turkish, and other European
languages.

GAC2100GI
The GAC2100GI, gray in color, is a non-NTEP moisture tester which tests for moisture in 16 standard
grains: Barley 2-Row, Barley 6-Row, Corn, Corn-High Moisture, Durum, Hard Red Spring Wheat, Hard
Red Winter Wheat, Millet, Oats, Rapeseed, Rye, Safflower, Soft Red Winter Wheat, Sorghum, Soybeans,
and Sunflower Oil. If you do not require a commercial, Legal for Trade instrument, the GAC2100GI is at
a more economical price for you. These units provide moisture reading, sample weighing, estimated
test weight or density, temperature compensation and moisture correction automatically. Net wt: 26
lbs, Actual dims: 16" (L) x 151/4" (W) x 143/4" (H), Ship wt: 36 lbs, Ship dims: 23" (L) x 22" (W) x 19" (H).
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GAC2100BSA
The GAC2100BSA, blue in color and is not NTEP approved. It has a built-in hopper sensor which senses
when enough grain is present for testing. Simply fill the hopper, press the load button and the test is
performed automatically. Moisture percentage, test weight or density, and temperature are displayed
on a large LCD backlit display. It has a built-in memory for 64 standard grain calibrations and can
display in 8 different languages. This tester can also be set-up to integrate with your automatic grain
sampling system for smooth flow-through operation.
The GAC2100BSA has an option for removing the bottom of the drawer allowing grain to flow through
the unit into a larger container of your choice. This feature was added to keep the operator(s) from
spilling grain on their counter without having the drawer inserted. Simply fill the hopper, press the
load button and the test is performed automatically. Net wt: 26 lbs, Actual dims: 16" (L) x 151/4" (W) x
143/4" (H), Ship wt: 36 lbs, Ship dims: 23" (L) x 22" (W) x 19" (H).
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GAC2100AGRI
The GAC2100AGRI, orange in color, is a ‘farm use’ moisture tester, non-NTEP, and it is calibrated for 8
commodities: Corn, Corn-High Moisture, Sorghum, Soybeans, Hard Red Spring Wheat, Hard Red Winter
Wheat, Oats, and Soft Red Winter Wheat. The readings are automatically displayed within 30 seconds.
It is ideal for the larger farmer who stores his own grain and it is economically priced. Net wt: 26 lbs,
Actual dims: 16" (L) x 151/4" (W) x 143/4" (H), Ship wt: 36 lbs, Ship dims: 23" (L) x 22" (W) x 19" (H).
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Accessories and Replacement Parts
Optional Printer, 110/220V, 50/60Hz...........................................................................................................No. GAC-P25
Paper for Printer.................................................................................................................................................... No. GAC-PP
Bottomless Grain Drawer with Magnets for GAC2100................................................................No. GAC-DRAWER
GAC-P25
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